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5 WEEK PUPPY COURSE
HOSTED BY NATALIE 



Imagine this...

It’s a gorgeous summers day in

central Copenhagen. You look

to your left and a Standard

Poodle is trotting alongside her

owner on a loose leash,

ignoring all distractions that

pass her. Ahead of you are two

Staffies lying down outside

Atelier September with their

owners who are busy chatting

away over a cappuccino.

You can bet that those
dogs have been trained
by Alix & the Pack.

We are here to teach you

functional obedience - training

that lasts. With this Puppy

Course, we strive to bridge the

communication gap between

dogs and people by building

on structure, respect and play.

@alixandthepackwww.alixandthepack.dk



Hi, I'm Natalie!

I'll be leading the 5 week puppy course

here at Alix & the Pack. I'm so excited to

meet you, as well as help guide you

through the first month of life with your

puppy. My aim is to help set you and your

puppy up for a balanced & happy life

together right from the start. Furthermore,

I will be available throughout the course

to answer any additional questions you

may have.

For you to know a little bit more about me,

I have a year old Cockerpoo named Blue 

 and have trained him since 8 weeks old.

He's travelled with me to many places so

instilling calmness has always been a top

priority.
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ALIX & THE PACK'S
TRAINING METHODS

Behavioural psychology tells us

that operant and classical

conditioning are the backbone of

all training and learning - for

humans and for dogs. Operant

conditioning is thus a window of

communication between species.

Dogs (and humans) want to

maximize good experiences and

minimize bad ones. They respond

to cues from their environment,

which will either reinforce or

discourage a certain behaviour.

Our methods reflect this science.

Put simply, there is a fair reward

for wanted behaviour and a fair

correction for unwanted

behaviour.

Dog training is a craft, and as

such we adjust our methods to

suit the unique needs of each

dog. That being said, we always

employ balanced training

methods. Exercise, discipline,

and affection are, in this order,

the core principles of our

training philosophy.

We apply the learnings from

canine psychology to address

the dog's state of mind that led

to the unwanted behaviour,

rather than only correcting the

behaviour.



Training Course Itinerary

"The biggest mistake dog owners make is going too fast, too quick. Believe me, we
are not in a rush to teach your puppy all sorts of commands. Your puppy needs to
first understand the "game" they're in before you explain to them the rules. In
other words, your dog needs to see you as high value and have drive to work."

- Alix, Lead Trainer

Familiarising yourself to your new companion

A follow up

An Exposure Walk

In the first week, we will discuss building the perfect
routine, crate training, guests visiting, the way your
puppy learns, a manners overview, what socialisation
means and how you should behave around your dog.

Our second session will take place within the first week as a
lot will have happened already and we want to be there to
answer those questions. In this session, we will talk about
puppy biting and chewing things. We will also work on
teaching your puppies name, the art of luring and the release
marker. 

Learning the unwritten rules on a walk, socialising your
dog in a controlled manner and properly exposing your
dog to new stimulus. We will also discuss your dogs
body language, teaching dog neutrality and analysing
your dogs behaviour at different thresholds.

Session 1

Session 3

Session 2

3100 DKK inc VAT Price depends on location. Please email for further questions.



Training Course Itinerary

The first breakthrough for many dog owners is recognising that their principle role
in obedience training is to supply consequences, as opposed to giving commands.  

Because cues don’t drive behaviour, consequences do. The main focus in early
obedience training is manufacturing, recognising and reinforcing those

reinforceable responses at every possible opportunity.

Adding more commands

The Ideal City Walk 

Come to a puppy class on us! 

In this session, we will practice the sit and down
command as well as adding the stay to it. We will also
introduce the heel command. We will discuss tethering
in place as well.

We meet at your local metro station and take the metro
into the city centre. We walk through Stroget to reach
Magasin and do some indoor exposure. We will finish off
our exposure walk in Kongens Have with some
exploring games, loose leash walking and recall
exercises. 

After all your hard work throughout the weeks, we want
to impress you with how much your puppy knows by
putting it to the test! In this class, we work on healthy
socialisation, handler focus, sit & down stays as well as
recall. 

Session 4 

Puppy Class

Session 5 

3100 DKK inc VAT Price depends on location. Please email for further questions.



SOME OF OUR HAPPY CLIENTS!



Questions? Contact us.
www.alixandthepack.dk

contact@alixandthepack.com

(45) 93 93 44 63


